
ABOUT STAEX
OUR STORY

Staex GmbH is a deep tech startup that provides a unique first in the world distrib-
uted infrastructure with secure networking between devices and services, a secure 
blockchain backbone, and the freedom to install software where use cases need it. 

Currently, Staex is mainly used by its customers as a connectivity bridge for IoT in 
Robotics, Smart City, and Mobility industries. 

Staex is based in Berlin and was excubated from Deutsche Telekom in 2019. In 2021 
Staex was honored with the Deep Tech Award by the Berlin Senate in recognition of 
remarkable deep tech innovations in the area of IoT and Industry 4.0. In April 2022, 
Staex raised a €1.65 million pre-seed funding round led by two investors: Branden-
burg Kapital and Blockwall Capital.
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Send us an email: info@staex.io 

Check out our tech documentation: docs.staex.io 

Book a demo: calendly.com/andrew-staexio

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

subscription.staex.io
Get started on your first 5 nodes for free! 

STAY CONNECTED TO 
YOUR DEVICES WITH STAEX

www.staex.io

P2P NETWORKING FOR MASSIVELY DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENTS 

Staex is a platform that provides peer-to-peer networking from the cloud to the edge, 
as well as software orchestration for industrial devices. 

RELIABLE COMMUNICATION OVER UNRELIABLE NETWORKS 

As well as encryption for otherwise insecure connections and service discovery for 
otherwise local services.

NO SINGLE POINT OF FAILURE

Staex is fully-distributed and is lightweight enough to run on the edge, but can 
manage cloud or on premises servers as well.
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HOW DOES STAEX WORK?

50% LOWER LATENCY

Throughput on a new level can be directly installed on your phys-
ical servers, clouds, or edge devices while keeping full control of the 

location of your data

FASTER RESPONSE

70% COST SAVINGS

Saving time and money with simple integration between cloud, 
legacy systems, and IoT devices - cross-vendor

ONE DAY INTEGRATION

0% OUTAGES

Securing IoT systems with blockchain-inspired technology and 
fully distributed stack

Install Staex lightweight agents on any IoT devices, cloud or on-premise.1
The agents connect into a peer-to-peer network to share data and services & create 
globally unique addresses.2
The network of connected agents & their applications are orchestrated through Staex’s 
decentralized provisioning, deployment & monitoring tool with secure end-to-end   
encryption.
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WHAT YOU GET?

AUTONOMOUS
MOBILE ROBOTICS

Enables robotics’ companies 
to send and receive data from 

their machines, without the 
need to install clumsy VPN 
services or deal with their 
customers’ networking.

SMART 
CITY

Instantly scalable, build-
ing-block-esque infrastructure 

layer that allows to Integrate 
many different systems to 

build a true smart city 
ecosystem.

UTILITY

Allows for data transport and 
software provisioning across 

many different parties, which 
makes it the perfect solution 

for the smart grid.

Staex MCC (Mesh Companion Container) 

MCC provides a virtual network that connects all the computers in the system: devices in 
the field, servers in the cloud, servers and desktops in the office. You can call it a virtual 
private network (VPN) for simplicity. Besides VPN MCC provides service discovery, auto-
mates configuration and reduces maintenance burden. In one phrase: MCC manages 
the network.

StaexD (Staex Daemon)

StaexD allows applications to run on top of MCC’s virtual network. Staexd selects devices 
to run applications on (based on the resources specification), connects applications to 
each other over MCC’s virtual network and monitors their state. In one phrase: Staexd 
manages applications.
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